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The Brainy Bunch! Parents whose TEN

homeschooled children all started

college before age 13 insist the kids

'AREN'T geniuses' - and claim anyone

can achieve the same success with a

few simple methods

Monalisa Harding, 53, from California, has revealed that all ten of her kids

passed their entrance exams to college before the age of 13

Her oldest child with husband Kip - daughter Hannah - earned her bachelors

degree in mathematics at the age of 17 

The couple's youngest child, Thunder, 11, secured a place at college last year 

However, the mother-of-ten says her children 'aren't geniuses'  

Instead, she praises homeschooling, which she says is 'so efficient' 

Now she and government worker husband Kip, 53, advise other parents on it

They have also written a book on homeschooling called 'The Brainy Bunch'
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They have also written a book on homeschooling called 'The Brainy Bunch'

By MARIA CHIORANDO FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 09:54 EST, 18 November 2021 | UPDATED: 13:54 EST, 18 November 2021

The parents of 10 children who all started college before the age of 13 insist their
precocious sons and daughters are 'not geniuses' - instead crediting their 'efficient'
homeschooling regimen for their family's academic success.   

Monalisa Harding, 53, and her husband Kip, 53, who are high school sweethearts
from San Jose, California, homeschooled all their children from the same syllabus
instead of sending the kids to traditional schools. 

They knew they were on the right track after getting each of their first three children
through high school by the time they all turned 11, a success that was repeated by
their next seven kids. 

Their oldest child, Hannah, went on to earn a bachelors degree in mathematics at
the age of 17 from Auburn University, Montgomery in 2004 - making her the first
child prodigy.
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child prodigy.

Last year, their youngest child Thunder, 11, passed his entrance exams to college,
joining Lorennah, 13, who is already in her second year.

Those of the Harding siblings who have already graduated from college have gone
on to become doctors, architects, spacecraft designers and lawyers. 

Monalisa Harding and her husband Kip, both 53, homeschooled all 10 of their children using

the same methods and techniques
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The sixth Harding child - Seth (pictured with sister with Serennah) became Alabama's

youngest lawyer at 19, after passing his degree and professional exams during the pandemic

Monalisa says her children 'aren't geniuses'. She says that the efficient nature of

homeschooling (and her children's hard work) guaranteed their academic success

Eight of the brothers and sisters have already graduated by either 15 or 16 - and all
went to university before they were 13.

The most recent family graduate Mariannah, 16, is now applying to do her masters in
horticulture in January.

Seth Harding, 20, child six of 10, became Alabama's youngest lawyer at the age of 19
after getting his law degree and passing his professional exams during the
pandemic.

But humble Monalisa insists her kids 'aren't geniuses' - and said their success is down
to homeschooling which is more 'efficient' than going to school. 
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Lorennah (13) is a second year college student at Bellevue University. Katrinnah (18) earned her

BA in political science at the age of 15 from Huntington college and is now in law school
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for their highly
anticipated Hocus
Pocus sequel
 

RHOSLC's Jen Shah is
subject of new Hulu
documentary The
Housewife & the Shah
Shocker... delving into
her alleged $5M
telemarketing scam
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Sisters Lorennah, Katrinnah, and Mariannah Harding, 16, who earned her BA degree in health

science from Bellevue University in Nebraska at the age of 16 and is planning to study further
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Marry Me first official
trailer: Jennifer Lopez's
pop singer falls for a
math teacher played by
Owen Wilson after they
wed on impulse in new
romantic comedy
 

Emily In Paris season
2 trailer: Lily Collins
shrieks in frustration
over 'most incredible
night of sex' as she
finds herself in TWO
love triangles
 

Britney Spears' driving
abilities under spotlight
as it's revealed she was
caught speeding in
September... and post-
conservatorship plan
recommends staying
drug and alcohol free
 

This flattering longline
color block cardigan
has been reduced to
just $32 on Amazon -
and shoppers say it's
perfect for the colder
months
PROMOTED

Kim Kardashain flies
30 Afghan women's
youth soccer players
and their families to
Britain - with the help of
Leeds United 
 

Kyle Richards thinks
Dorit Kemsley could be
suffering PTSD after
terrifying home
invasion: 'I don't know if
you ever get over
something like that'
 

Mariah Carey ushers
in the holiday season in
sparkling trailer for new
Apple TV Plus
spectacular, Mariah's
Christmas: The Magic
Continues
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Lorennah is the ninth of the Harding family's 10 children - all of whom started university by the

age of 13

Monalisa, said: 'The nature of homeschooling is so efficient - anyone can do it. 

'It's just about parents dedicating the time to get it done and prioritising their
children's education above all else.

'We're not a wealthy family. We had to make sacrifices so that I had the time to teach
each of them individually.

'When you raise kids in an environment where homeschooling and hard work is the
norm, then, as they grow, they'll naturally adapt to it and take it in their stride.

'They all worked and continue to work extremely hard, which is why they're breaking
new ground every day - I couldn't be more proud of them.'

In 2014, the couple released their own book titled 'The Brainy Bunch', detailing their
methods and techniques which has brought their children so much success.

The book goes into detail about the intricacy of homeschool study and offers advice
and support for parents wishing to do the same.

Monalisa and husband Kip, who used to be in the military before working in
government, also offer private consultations for families about home schooling. 
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Mariannah, who received her BA in Health Science from Bellevue University at the age of 16,

is currently waiting for a response to an application from Auburn University for further studies
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Actors Guild Lifetime
Achievement Award
 

Blanca Blanco, Brad
Goreski and Sierra
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holiday party
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Inside the twisted
decline of celeb fashion
favorite Von Dutch:
Docuseries exposes
scandals that destroyed
billion dollar brand -
including creator's
MURDER conviction 
 

Showing Chris what
he's missing! Elsa
Pataky shows off her
VERY ample cleavage in
bikini during a pool day
at her $22m Byron Bay
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Hemsworth is in LA
 

Miami mansion once
owned by Madonna and
now belonging to
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Thurman, 51, as she
wows in a billowing
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'He told people I was
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Son Heath (left), now 26, earned his BA in English, aged 15, and a master's degree in computer

science at the age of 17
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Alice Evans makes
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Physical
The 42-year-old was in
full hair and wardrobe
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daughter Patti Davis
reveals she was
depressed and
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Jessica Simpson
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police chief issues
extraordinary advisory
after rapper Young
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Thunder James, the youngest of the brood aged just 11, is currently a freshman at Bellevue

University
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Kate Bosworth
showcases her
cleavage in a plunging
white gown with a thigh-
flashing ruffle as she
hits the town with a
male pal in LA
 

EXCLUSIVE
Thorne puts on a
cheeky display in bikini
before changing into
plunging bridesmaid
dress as she celebrates
mother Tamara Thorne's
wedding in Mexico
 

Shawn Mendes and
Camila Cabello SPLIT!
Couple announce
they've ended their
'romantic relationship'
but will remain 'best
friends' as they ask fans
to 'support' the decision
 

Britney Spears'
financial team moves to
combine her assets into
a single trust... as the
pop star takes control
of her $60 million wealth
after conservatorship
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gets you your dream
car!' Kourtney
Kardashian surprises
delighted fiancé Travis
Barker with a $205k
vintage Buick GNX for
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Mother Monalisa with her lawyer son Seth. She described homeschooling her children as 'a

hell of a journey', but said they 'wouldn't change it for the world'

They've spoken at conferences across the U.S., and have even travelled to Japan to
share their experiences. 

'We've had the best time travelling around and helping other families who want to
homeschool their kids,' Monalisa added.

'It's really fulfilling because we put our hearts and souls into our children, and
knowing people admire that and want to do the same is a really great feeling.

'It's important to find that balance between not putting too much pressure on your
kids and making sure they're reaching their full potential.

'We just have Thunder and Lorennah to get through college now, and then we can
finally think about making some time for ourselves.

'It's been a hell of a journey but we wouldn't change it for the world!' 

Homeschool success: The Harding

children's academic achievements

Hannah, now 34, earned her BS in mathematics at the age of 17 from

Auburn University in Montgomery.

Rosannah, now 32, earned her BA in architecture from California College of

the Arts located in San Francisco, aged 18.
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A royal wonder of the
world! Prince Charles
and Duchess of
Cornwall arrive at the
Great Pyramid of Giza
after visit to Al Azhar
Mosque in Cairo on first
day of Egypt tour 
 

Sarah Ferguson says
'extraordinary' Queen is
'doing well' and insists
she's still 'close like
glue' with ex-husband
Prince Andrew in
interview with French
magazine 
 

WNBA player Liz
Cambage towers over
MMA fighter Valerie
Loureda as the two
athletes share a friendly
hug
 

Selling Sunset's
Chrishell Stause cuts a
glamorous figure in
thigh-split green dress
at PLT event with co-
stars Amanza Smith and
Davina Potratz
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Serennah, now 30, got a BA in cell biology from Huntington College in

Montgomery, Alabama at the age of 17.

Heath, 26, has a BA in English, which he got aged 15, from Huntington

College and then earned a master's degree in computer science at the age

of 17 from Troy University in Montgomery.

Keith, 23, earned a BA in music from Faulkner University in Montgomery

Alabama at the age of 15 and then earned his master's degree at the age of

17 in counselling at the same institution.

Seth, 21, got a BA degree in political science from Huntington College at the

age of 16.

Katrinnah, 18, earned her BA in political science at the age of 15 from

Huntington college and is now in law school.

Mariannah, 16, earned her BA degree in health science from Bellevue

University in Nebraska at the age of 16. She is currently waiting for a

response to an application from Auburn University for further studies.

Lorennah, 13, is a second year college student at Bellevue University.

Thunder James, 11, is a college freshman also at Bellevue University. 
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